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Pol Herrmann, left talks with Bill Dilla, before the ISU ADVANCE workshop on Wednesday at the 
Gallery of the Memorial Union. Photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
WORKSHOP: Outside of the classroom 
Daily SnapshotWeather | Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Overcast skies and 
temperatures hovering 
around freezing. 
Chance of non-accumu-
lating snow. Winds from 
the north at 8 mph.
Temperatures will de-
crease steadily as chanc-
es for ﬂurries diminish.
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THURSDAY
An Introduction to Clay 
When: 
5:30 to 8 p.m.
What:
If you are interested 
in working with clay 
but have little or no 
experience with the 
medium then this 
class is for you.
Where:
Workspace,
Memorial Union
THURSDAY
Acrylic Painting
When: 
6 to 8 p.m.
What:
Learn techniques 
such as mono-
chromatic painting, 
glazing and full color 
application.
Where:
Workspace,
Memorial Union
Calendar
THURSDAY
SUB Film: Unstoppable 
When: 
7 and 10 p.m.
What:
With an unmanned, 
train barreling 
toward a city, two 
men race to prevent a 
catastrophe.
Where:
Pioneer Room,
Memorial Union
FRIDAY
SUB Presents: Varieties 
Finals
When: 
9 p.m.
What:
Varieties is the an-
nual student variety 
show featuring sing-
ers, dancers, come-
dians and more.
Where:
Great Hall, 
Memorial Union 
fun
fact
Celebrity News
Notes and events.
‘True Blood’ author writes 
‘script’ for video games
The author of the series of 
supernatural thrillers and inspi-
ration for HBO’s popular drama 
“True Blood,” Charlaine Harris, 
is putting her eye for suspense 
toward an equally arresting 
subject: Video games.
Produced for iPlay, the fruit of 
her labor, downloadable PC 
puzzler “Dying for Daylight,” 
features an original tale starring 
Dahlia, a wisecracking, fashion-
forward vampire hunting for a 
potion that lets vampires survive 
in sunlight. A hidden-object 
game designed for casual play 
by both women and men, it 
aims to bridge the gap between 
paperback readers and gaming 
fans.
Justin Bieber to be  
immortalized in wax
First he was turned into a plastic 
doll, and now Justin Bieber is 
getting the wax treatment by 
Madame Tussauds.
“I’m honored to be getting my 
own wax ﬁgures at Madame 
Tussauds New York, London and 
Amsterdam,” said Bieber, whose 
doubles will make their debut in 
March. “To be immortalized in 
wax alongside some of my idols 
— Michael Jackson, Prince, 
Beyonce and my mentor, Usher 
— is incredibly exciting.”
Robyn joins Katy Perry  
on summer tour
Robyn can no longer said she’s 
“dancing on her own.”
 The Swedish singer-songwriter 
has announced that she’s join-
ing Katy Perry on the North 
American leg of her upcoming 
“California Dreams” tour.
 Opening night will kick off June 
7 in Atlanta, and the two singers 
wrap up their time together with 
three shows August 5 to 7 in Los 
Angeles.
“It’ll be fun touring with Katy 
Perry,” Robyn said in a state-
ment. “She’s a terriﬁc performer 
and I’m really thankful that 
she’s invited me to play for her 
audience.”
Hallmark Channel to debut 
a Will and Kate movie
Kate Middleton isn’t even a 
princess yet but she’s already 
the queen of TV movies: The 
Hallmark Channel is following 
Lifetime’s lead and turning her 
romance with Prince William 
into a small-screen biopic, 
according to the Hollywood 
Reporter.
Airing August 13 at 9 p.m., 
“William & Kate: A Royal Love 
Story” is a biographical ﬁlm that 
also explores the nuances of the 
modern monarchy.
“William & Kate: A Royal 
Love Story” will be executive 
produced by Linda Yellen, who 
wrote the 1982 CBS TV movie 
“The Royal Romance of Charles 
and Diana,” and has not yet been 
cast.
Brown can see but ‘just 
can’t bother [Rihanna]’
Chris Brown doesn’t have to 
worry anymore that bumping 
into ex-girlfriend Rihanna could 
get him locked up, but still has 
to be careful about what he says 
to her.
Los Angeles County Judge 
Patricia Schnegg lifted the 
“stay away” order imposed on 
Brown two years ago after he 
was charged with assaulting the 
singer on the eve of the 2009 
Grammys.
A protective order banning 
Brown from harassing, stalking, 
or striking Rihanna stays in 
place, the judge said. There are 
no restrictions on Brown calling 
or otherwise communicating 
with her, Etra said.
CNN Wire Service
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City 
of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until 
proven guilty in a court of law.
Feb. 19
Jordan McDowell, 22, 1300 
Gateway Hills Drive unit 108, 
was arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated. 
(reported at 1:25 a.m.)
Katherine Blaskovich, 20, of 
Waukee, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxication 
(second offense). (reported at 
2:09 a.m.)
Elijah Bowers, 32, 801 
Crawford Ave. unit 2, was 
arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated. 
(reported at 2:17 a.m.)
Jamie Johnson, 18, of Edina, 
Minn., was cited for posses-
sion of drug paraphernalia. 
(reported at 2:33 a.m.)
Natalie Kroll, 19, of 
Minneapolis, was arrested and 
charged with possession of a 
controlled substance. (reported 
at 2:33 a.m.)
Drew Kerber, 18, of Edina, 
Minn., was arrested and 
charged with possession of a 
controlled substance and pos-
session of drug paraphernalia. 
(reported at 2:33 a.m.)
Christian Boltik, 19, 2276 Friley 
Hall, was arrested and charged 
with possession of a controlled 
substance and possession of 
drug paraphernalia (reported 
at 2:33 a.m.)
Megan Vogel, 22, 3326 Larch 
Hall, was arrested and charged 
with public intoxication. (re-
ported at 3:08 a.m.)
Aaron Braimah, 21, 1320 
Gateway Hills Drive unit 409, 
was arrested and charged with 
interference with ofﬁcial acts 
(simple). (reported at 3:59 a.m.)
Jarrid Paulsen, 21, of Nevada, 
was arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated. 
(reported at 5:39 a.m.)
Vehicles driven by Richard 
Engen and Michael Spencer 
were involved in a property 
damage collision. (reported at 
12:40 p.m.)
A resident reported the theft 
of clothing from an occupied 
room. (reported at 1:08 p.m.)
Ofﬁcers checked the welfare 
of a student upon receipt of a 
third party request. The indi-
vidual was located and offered 
counseling services. (reported 
at 2:03 p.m.)
A resident reported the theft of 
cash from an occupied room. 
(reported at 3:09 p.m.)
Vehicles driven by Diana 
Loutsch and Brittany McCoy 
were involved in a property 
damage collision. (reported at 
3:13 p.m.)
Latasha Porte reported dam-
age to a vehicle. (reported at 
4:09 p.m.)
A resident reported receiv-
ing harassing communica-
tions from an acquaintance. 
(reported at 7:29 p.m.)
Ran Zhang, 22, 4830 Mortensen 
Parkway unit 125, was arrested 
and charged with driving under 
suspension. She was subse-
quently released on citation. 
(reported at 11:48 p.m.)
Jaime Duran-Cortes, 21, of 
Hampton, was arrested and 
charged with operating while 
intoxicated, no drivers license 
and obstruction of emergency 
communications. (reported at 
11:50 p.m.)
Henry Olmstead, 18, of Carroll, 
was arrested and charged with 
interference with ofﬁcial acts. 
(reported at 11:57 p.m.)
Feb. 20
Vikram Prasad, 19, 200 Stanton 
Ave. unit 303, was arrested and 
charged with harassment of a 
public ofﬁcial and consuming in 
public. (reported at 12:05 a.m.)
Andrew Schendl, 18, 119 
Stanton Ave. unit 712, was cited 
for underage possession of 
alcohol. (reported at 12:43 a.m.)
A driver was asked to submit to 
chemical testing to determine 
possible impairment. The 
individual was subsequently re-
leased. (reported at 1:06 a.m.)
Ryan Park, 22, of Webster City, 
was arrested and charged with 
public intoxication. (reported at 
1:12 a.m.)
Shelby Messersmith, 20, of 
Lehigh, was cited for under-
age possession of alcohol. 
(reported at 1:22 a.m.)
Nathan Curry, 20, of 
Mitchellville, was cited for un-
derage possession of alcohol. 
(reported at 1:22 a.m.)
Austin Scalf, 19, of Collins, 
was arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated and 
driving while barred. (reported 
at 1:43 a.m.)
THURSDAY
I-State News
3:30 p.m. 
ISUtv 
Newswatch
7 p.m. 
ISUtv 
Dirty Laundry
8 p.m. 
ISUtv 
Wipeout
8 p.m. 
ABC
The Office
9 p.m. 
NBC
FRIDAY
Supernanny
8 p.m.
ABC
The Defenders
8 p.m. 
CBS
Smallville 
8 p.m. 
CW
Washington Week
8 p.m. 
PBS
Fringe
9 p.m. 
FOX
SATURDAY
Cops
8 p.m. 
FOX
The Pursuit of 
Happyness
8 p.m. 
ABC
America’s Most 
Wanted
9 p.m. 
FOX
48 Hours Mystery
10 p.m. 
CBS
TV Schedule
FRIDAY
ISU Theatre production 
of “The Miracle Worker” 
When: 
7:30 p.m.
What:
Illness leaves Helen 
Keller blind and deaf. 
Then her parents 
hire Anne Sullivan as 
a teacher and Anne 
must discover some 
way to communicate 
with Helen.  
Where:
Fisher Theater
1 6
Correction
The Iowa State Daily published a story Feb. 22  called 
“Dresses: a fashion history.” There was a typo in the extended 
hours for the “Weddings of the Heartland” dress exhibit in 
the Mary Alice Gallery in 1015 Morrill Hall. The exhibit is 
open to the public from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m Monday to Friday un-
til April 16. The extended hours are 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. on March 
6 and 27, and April 9 and 10; it will also show until 3 p.m. April 
16 after the VEISHEA parade. The Daily regrets the error. 
Feb. 26, 1988 
Cities in the central and western U.S. reported 
record high temperatures, including Lamoni, 
Iowa, with a reading of 67 degrees. Temperatures 
in North Dakota were as warm as those in Florida. 

4Employing more than 200 students over the course of a year, the Iowa State Daily 
is an independent, student-run, non-profit organization. The Daily is owned and 
operated by students for the students, faculty, staff and alumni that make up the 
ISU community. First established in 1890, the Daily has been instrumental in 
providing the ISU community with the area’s most comprehensive source of news, 
sports and entertainment, as well as state and national news. The Daily is 
published Monday through Friday in accordance with the university’s academic 
calendar by the Iowa State Daily Publication Board and is funded in part by the 
Government of the Student Body.
 
Our Mission
The Iowa State Daily is a student-run news organization that empowers students 
to inform, educate and engage their community by producing innovative media and 
building positive relationships while protecting the integrity of our profession and 
meeting the challenges of an ever-changing industry.
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Humanitarian	efforts
Group raises money for Medlife
Students, faculty and staff gath-
ered for the third annual Symposium 
on Sustainability on Monday and 
Tuesday at the Memorial Union.
Students had the opportunity to 
learn about the Live Green! Initiative 
Iowa State participates in, and dis-
cussed new approaches to improving 
sustainability on campus next year.
Students who attended grouped 
together and discussed different 
ideas for more sustainable practices 
to be used on campus.
“[Students] targeted two different 
categories mainly under the [subject 
of ] energy and that was, ‘How does 
[ISU] reduce the current consump-
tion of electricity’?” said Matthew 
Santee, director of sustainability for 
the Government of the Student Body.
Other than implementing sustain-
able energy sources on campus, the 
students also wanted to incorporate 
clean energy use in student projects.
“Often times in our classes, we’ve 
talked about sustainability but we 
don’t get to go out there and actually 
enact it, we don’t get to participate in 
these projects,” Santee said.
Students decided on a green pro-
gram for the College of Design, pri-
marily focusing on redistribution of 
textbooks and materials instead of 
recycling them. Increasing the avail-
ability of locally grown foods and 
compost was suggested by students, 
including moving the Ames Farmers’ 
Market to Central Campus.
After students and faculty had 
their own discussions, they were 
given time to share their ideas, rec-
ognizing efforts and goals for a more 
sustainable campus.
The faculty came up with a variety 
of ideas, including how to get other 
faculties together, low cost or free op-
portunities to save energy, transfer-
ring strategies to other colleges and, 
the future of Iowa State.
“Some of the top ideas that really 
came in here was to increase the bus 
riding incentive, incentives for biking 
and walking to campus, potentially 
looking at a rebate on parking fees 
for alternative means of transporta-
tion use, the idea to start increasing 
metering, and evaluation of data that 
we get around campus,” said Kerry 
Dixon-Fox, planning coordinator for 
the Sustainability Symposium and 
architect for Facilities Planning and 
Management.
A simple, yet effective, idea that 
came to mind for faculty was to thank 
students for doing the green thing.
The faculty hopes to see a big cul-
ture change at Iowa State in the next 
10 years, professors want to see sus-
tainable practices used every day by 
students and faculty alike.
At the poster presentation, vari-
ous green organizations gathered to 
voice their ideas and networked with 
other groups and programs on cam-
pus and in the Ames community.
Energy savings at the office, em-
phasized the idea that anyone can 
save a significant amount of energy 
and money at the office.
“The purpose of this was to let 
people know individually they can 
do something to save energy at Iowa 
State,” said Robert Currie, assistant 
director of facilities planning and 
management. “It can be as simple as 
turn off the lights when you leave for 
the day, turn off the computer, reduce 
the number of coffee pots in an office 
complex.”
Laura Moreland from Iowa State’s 
Printing and Copy Services, stressed 
the potential reuse of paper.
“There’s a lot of misconceptions 
about printing and paper not being 
green, when actually paper can be re-
cycled seven times before the fibers 
become too small; and here at the ISU 
Printing and Copy Services — which 
is the university printing on campus 
— 85 percent of our papers are re-
cycled paper or certified through the 
forest certifications,” Moreland said.
ISU Printing and Copy Services 
also uses soy ink for their printing in-
stead of typical inks.
The University Compost Facility 
produces compost from Iowa State’s 
waste continuously, providing a good 
fertilizer for the campus’s soils and 
landbeds.
“The soils in Iowa are junk soils, 
there’s a lot of clay, so this makes for 
a good soil bed,” said Mark Huss, en-
gineer in facilities, planning and man-
agement. “It’s really something that’s 
important, especially for construc-
tion projects.”
Design Across Boundaries, a stu-
dent group, has been working on proj-
ects in Haiti since the earthquakes in 
January.
“We hooked up with an ISU stu-
dent who is Haitian, and he had al-
ready been doing work at his home 
community there and his plans were 
to build a youth community center,” 
said Kristen O’Brien, a member of 
Design Across Boundaries and senior 
in architecture. “So for the past year 
we’ve been helping him design this 
youth community center.”
Leaders for a Sustainable 
Community, a relatively new student 
group on campus, works to further 
educate students about the sustain-
able initiatives already taking place 
on campus. Staff and students united 
Tuesday to award and recognize par-
ticular groups and individuals who 
strive to make a green difference.
“This is an extremely important 
effort, it’s something that should 
never end and only accelerate as time 
goes on,” Geoffroy said. “I encour-
age [Iowa State] to keep thinking big, 
keep thinking sustainable and green.”
A group of ISU students is 
joining with 40 universities 
across America — including 
Harvard and Stanford — to 
bring aid to Latin American 
countries facing poverty.
This group of students is 
raising money for Medlife, a 
non-profit organization that 
seeks to bring medicine, edu-
cation and community devel-
opment to poverty stricken 
nations.
This entirely student-led 
organization is raising money 
for impoverished people in 
Peru, Ecuador and Panama by 
selling handmade scarves in 
the Memorial Union.
Cecile Mercado, junior in 
animal ecology and treasurer 
of the ISU Medlife chapter, 
said the group hopes to send 
several pre-med students to 
Peru and Ecuador this sum-
mer. She hopes they can join 
other Medlife chapters in pro-
viding hands on care to people 
in need.
“We will support doctors 
and teachers, and aid in devel-
opment projects in the com-
munity,” Mercado said. 
“The whole purpose is to 
bring quality care to the poor.”
While most members of 
the Medlife group are bio-
chemistry and pre-profession-
al medicine majors, Mercado 
said all majors are welcome.
“The best way to help is by 
joining ISU Medlife and plan-
ning fundraiser activities with 
us,” she said. 
“We want to have as many 
members as possible.”
For more information about 
joining Medlife contact Cecile 
Mercado at cmercado@iastate.
edu or Eduardo Maldonado at 
eduardom@iastate.edu.
By	Grace.Gardner	
    iowastatedaily.com
Get	involved	
Symposium	on	Sustainability	
Students, faculty learn about Live Green! 
By	Elisse.Lorenc	
    iowastatedaily.com
Get	the	whole	story:
To read more about Live Green! 
and sustainability, go online to 
iowastatedaily.com
online
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women going into labor just because 
of the stress,” she said. “I mean, it was 
9/11 that day.”
It turned out she wasn’t in labor 
and went back four days later to have 
her child.
“Things did not go well. They said 
everything would be ﬁne, but my 
pelvis was injured in the process,” 
Danielle said. 
“Every time I talked to a doctor, 
they would always say, ‘Oh, this is 
your ﬁrst baby, it’s always hard for 
your ﬁrst baby.’ But I knew something 
was wrong.”
She was sent home several days 
later on Sept. 19 and was sent back 
to the hospital that same night with a 
high fever, a kidney infection and se-
vere hemorrhaging.
“I couldn’t get a transfusion be-
cause of the clot and they couldn’t 
give me blood thinners because I had 
bled out so much,” she said. “I remem-
ber Scott holding my baby girl and the 
doctors telling him that if I couldn’t 
turn this around on my own, there 
wasn’t much they could do.”
Danielle almost died, but man-
aged to pull through.
During the next few years, the cou-
ple continued to adopt and have kids, 
reaching the point where they needed 
to remodel their house.
But in June 2004, Scott had a 
heart attack.
“The doctors said that there 
wasn’t anything wrong, just a ‘lung 
thing,’” Danielle said. “But later that 
night, the lab work came back and 
something was very wrong.”
Her husband had what is known 
as a widow-maker, an arterial block in 
the heart.
“I cried and prayed,” Danielle said. 
“A lot of people might not understand 
this, but I had known for over a year 
that something was wrong with him. 
He just said, ‘As soon as the house is 
done, I’ll go get checked out.’”
He had the heart attack four days 
after ﬁnishing the house.
“It felt like God had prepared me,” 
Danielle said. “It was the fact that 
death is inevitable for everyone and 
we don’t always go through life that 
way. Whether or not we want to en-
joy what we have in front of us at the 
time has everything to do with how 
we handle it.”
Scott died of cancer Sept. 19, 2004, 
exactly three years after her own 
near-death experience.
“It was especially traumatic for 
the adopted children,” Danielle said. 
“Because they’d only been adopted 
for a year at that point and to go from, 
‘You love me, you’re going to care for 
me forever,’ and then death occurs.”
Ten months later, she ﬁnally de-
cided to do something for herself. She 
took her children camping with her 
brothers. 
At the camp site, her 2-year-old 
son Marshall fell on a thorn. It didn’t 
seem like a big deal at the time.
“He’s always been the brave child 
who stuck through everything,” she 
said.
After two weeks of antibiotics, 
Marshall had an MRI. Doctors found 
the thorn, but they also found that the 
thorn had infected a bone.
“When they came in, they had on 
their yellow gowns,” Danielle said. 
“The children associated those yel-
low gowns with death. I’m not sure he 
would have recovered if we had to do 
the therapy in the hospital.”
Marshall has a weakened immune 
system, due to a condition coinciden-
tally known as Marshall’s Syndrome. 
After six months of at-home care 
for her son, Danielle met Jaysen 
Jeppesen.
“He was a great friend to me,” 
Danielle said. “We bonded over my 
son being so sick and injured and him 
being injured because he broke his 
back in a car accident recently.”
At that time in her life, more 
than anything, Danielle needed a 
friend. Jaysen helped her with taking 
Marshall to the hospital and sat in the 
waiting room with her over and over 
again.
A few months later, they went on 
their ﬁrst date, seeing a movie with 
the whole family. Marshall had his IV 
in the theater with him.
Danielle and Jaysen got married 
in the fall of 2005, the same week 
Marshall had to return to the Mayo 
Clinic.
Because of her vast experience in 
hospitals, Danielle decided she want-
ed to become a doctor. She took her 
exam to get into medical school but 
didn’t pass.
“It was like being in kindergarten 
and trying to graduate high school,” 
Danielle said.
But Danielle hasn’t given up. She 
is currently back at Iowa State, where 
she is working toward getting into 
medical school. She hopes to become 
an oncologist.
“It’s not a matter of if, it’s a mat-
ter of when,” Danielle said. “I’m very 
stubborn. It’ll happen.”
Danielle’s family continues to 
have various medical issues. Her 
daughter Samantha had to have an 
emergency appendectomy Saturday, 
the day Danielle was to take an impor-
tant exam for medical school.
“It actually went really well,” 
Danielle said. “By now, we just have 
a bag with all the essentials and we’re 
ready to go whenever we need to. You 
have to be able to drop everything.”
Danielle herself has a condi-
tion that will cause her to eventu-
ally go blind. Her father had the same 
disease.
“I know what I have and I’m grate-
ful,” Danielle said. “I don’t know how 
long I have, but I’m not going to waste 
it.”
Despite everything that’s hap-
pened to her, Danielle is devoutly 
faithful to God.
“I’m still worried about bad things 
happening, but there still can be 
hope,” Danielle said. “There has to be 
something more.”
Danielle lives in Boone with her 
husband, Jaysen, her adopted daugh-
ter Jessica, 16; her step-children 
Rachel, 14; and Ryan, 12; her biologi-
cal daughters from her ﬁrst husband 
Samantha, 9; and Marshall, 7; and 
her biological daughter with Jaysen, 
Jaydan, 4.
Danielle isn’t concerned with 
the attention she may get from this 
story. Instead, she hopes the story 
will inspire people to get through bad 
experiences.
“People are profoundly inﬂuenced 
by their past,” Danielle said. “Some 
people have bad experiences, but they 
don’t share them.”
across the board.”
Jordan is a former social 
worker, and she helped start 
New Belgium Brewing in 1991 
in the basement of her fam-
ily’s home in Colorado. New 
Belgium Brewing is located in 
Fort Collins of Colorado.
New Belgium Brewing is 
the third-largest craft brewer 
in the United States.
“New Belgium Brewing is 
a company known for its inno-
vative environmental and em-
ployee practices, so she was an 
obvious choice by the students 
planning the national affair se-
ries,” said Pat Miller, director 
of the lectures program.
These environmental 
practices include produc-
ing electricity from solar and 
wind power as well as meth-
ane harvested from its process 
wastewater treatment plant 
and diverting more than 99 
percent of brewery waste from 
the landﬁll.
“We were going to produce 
world-class beers, which in 
retrospect is kind of hilari-
ous given that we haven’t yet 
made any beer,” Jordan said. 
“We were going to promote 
beer culture, be environmental 
stewards, and we were going to 
have fun.”
“For New Belgium, our pur-
pose is to operate a proﬁtable 
brewery, which makes our love 
and talent manifest,” Jordan 
said. “We think it’s important 
to be loving and excellent; we 
want to care deeply about one 
another, and we want to be 
very good at what we do.”
New Belgium Brewing has 
385 employees.
“One of the ﬁrst things we 
learned is that nurturing a 
community of co-workers is 
incredibly powerful,” Jordan 
said. “Our co-workers own 41 
percent of the company. They 
participate in the strategy.”
New Belgium Brewing was 
on the Wall Street Journal’s 
top 15 corporations in the 
nation to work for as well as 
Outside Magazine’s best em-
ployees two years in a row.
“We’re very successful, and 
we think it’s in large measure 
because of the way we work 
with one another,” Jordan said.
About 15 percent of New 
Belgium’s energy is produced 
out of a methane source.
“We are part of a large dem-
onstration project with the 
Department of Energy to look 
at peak load management,” 
Jordan said. “We are part of a 
project where [Colorado State 
University] can look at our en-
ergy loads and we can turn en-
ergy production, we can shed 
or add to level out those peaks. 
We do this because we are in-
tellectually curious in being pi-
oneers; we want to learn what 
works and what doesn’t work.”
Jordan also gave her angle 
of running the brewery busi-
ness as a woman.
“I ﬁnd that people do sort 
of automatically assume that 
there must be a man there do-
ing the work, which can be an-
noying,” Jordan said “We have 
some pretty conﬁdent women 
in our organization.”
New Belgium Brewing 
hopes to serve as a business 
role model.
“We meet with a lot of 
people in our city who want to 
be looking at their own prac-
tice and choosing some new 
paths,” Jordan said.
>>BREWERY.p1A
>>STRUGGLES.p1A
Danielle Anderson-Jeppeson and her family spend the afternoon with her daughter, Samantha, left front, who was admitted to the hospital for an emergency 
appendectomy Saturday at Mary Greeley Hospital. Photo: Karuna Ang/Iowa State Daily

Is this what democracy looks like?The protesters said it was. It spread from the ground floor to the balconies 
until the Wisconsin State Capitol dome thun-
dered. Protesters outside marched to its ca-
dence. It has become a cry of solidarity among 
union supporters in Madison, Wis., as they 
protest Gov. Scott Walker’s budget proposal.
“This is what democracy looks like.”
But is it? Democracy in America has always 
been about compromising and finding middle 
ground. Out of the extremes comes a result 
that might not make everyone happy, but will 
satisfy the majority. Walker isn’t interested in 
that.
Walker has made it clear from the start that 
he will not budge. Even when unions agreed to 
accept Walker’s financial demands in exchange 
for the preservation of their collective bargain-
ing rights, he refused to entertain that conver-
sation. Walker is not interested in negotiating.
Oh, and by the way, in a prank phone call 
executed by Buffalo Beast editor Ian Murphy 
in which Walker believed he was speaking 
with right-wing billionaire oligarch David 
Koch — a method of obtaining information that 
I personally do not condone, but now that it’s 
out there, what can we do — Walker admitted 
to the pseduo-Koch that he was considering 
tricking the 14 Democrats who fled the state 
into returning for a “talk.” He said that he will 
not negotiate, reassuring Koch the only reason 
he would offer to talk with the Democratic 
lawmakers is to get them back to the Capitol.
“I’ll only do it if all 14 of them will come 
back and sit down in the state assembly,” 
Walker said in the phone call. “They can recess 
it ... legally, we believe, once they’ve gone into 
session, they don’t physically have to be there. 
If they’re actually in session for that day, and 
they take a recess, the 19 Senate Republicans 
could then go into action and they’d have quo-
rum because it’s turned out that way. So we’re 
double checking that. If you heard I was going 
to talk to them, that’s the only reason why.”
Tell me, is this what democracy looks like?
Walker doesn’t stop there. Not only does he 
disregard workers’ rights and the democratic 
process, he also doesn’t care about interna-
tional laws and standards.
Convention 98 of the International Labour 
Organization, a United Nations agency, en-
sures that public employees have the right to 
freedom of association and collective bargain-
ing. Most recently, Convention 98 was invoked 
in an International Labor Organization 
decision to call for the repeal of North Carolina 
General Statute 95-98, the state law that pro-
hibits public employee collective bargaining.
In other words, states’ refusals of collective 
bargaining rights are in violation of interna-
tional labor standards.
Is this what democracy looks like?
Walker’s further disregard for law is 
made evident — again, in the prank call with 
pseudo-Koch — by his acknowledgment that 
he “considered” planting agent provocateurs 
in the peaceful crowd to incite violence among 
the protesters.
When questioned about that admission in 
a news conference, Walker said, “There’s all 
sorts of options out there.”
What kind of democratic governor would 
consider, even for a moment, provoking 
violence among nonviolent protesters? Let me 
remind you, there still have been no arrests 
related to the protests taking place in Madison.
If his lawlessness isn’t enough to indicate 
that Walker is not a democratic ruler, how 
about his willingness to use scare tactics to put 
the heat on state employees?
“So we’re trying about four or five different 
angles, so each day we crank up a little bit more 
pressure,” Walker said to the man he thought 
was Koch in the prank call. “The other thing 
is I’ve got layoff notices ready. We put out the 
at-risk notices. We’ll announce Thursday, 
and they’ll go out early next week. And we’ll 
probably get 5,000 to 6,000 state workers will 
get at-risk notices for layoffs. We might ratchet 
that up a little bit, you know.”
Refusing to negotiate? Inciting violence? 
Using layoff notices to “crank up” the pressure?
It all makes Walker nothing more than a 
poor man’s Vladimir Putin.
And he’s got the upper hand. Despite the 
fact that recall efforts have commenced, 
Walker has a year before he can be recalled. 
Republicans have a majority that makes it 
impossible for them to lose in the legislature. 
His goal is to break the unions, and for now, he’s 
unstoppable.
Walker is not interested in negotiations. 
And he certainly isn’t interested in democracy.
The only way the people can partici-
pate is by marching; and, maybe, if those 14 
Democrats stay out of the state long enough 
to leave Walker with no choice but to table the 
bill or amend it. The only way the people can 
participate is by doing everything they can to 
outlast their bully of a “leader.”
So, is this what democracy looks like?
In many ways, it’s very much like what 
democracy looked like in Egypt.
This is what democracy looks like when the 
people are faced with a tyrant.
This is what democracy looks like when 
there is no other option.
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House moves 
to cut NPR, 
PBS funding
Editorial
Among the 540 members of the 
111th Congress, there are 24 health 
professionals, including 16 medical 
doctors.
However, you would be forgiven 
for mistaking House Republicans for 
professional proctologists, especially 
considering their latest “deficit-
reducing” measures.
A few hundred people wearing 
their hind parts as hats is the sim-
plest, most rational explanation we’re 
able to form regarding the GOP’s 
recent antics: a party line vote to 
cut all government funding, start-
ing in 2013, to the Corporation For 
Public Broadcasting; a $531 million 
“savings.”
If that’s an organization that 
sounds intimately familiar to you, 
that’s because almost every break 
in PBS programming reminds its 
viewers that they’re watching the 
program, in part, thanks to the CPB, 
and viewers like you.
Can programs such as NOVA, 
Sesame Street continue without 
government support? Well, sure. The 
kind of people who listen to NPR are 
also the kind of people who wouldn’t 
mind paying to keep the service 
around. Disney has already acquired 
the rights to Jim Henson’s muppets, 
so an intellectual property such as 
“Sesame Street” — with ubiquitous 
parental approval and an entire gen-
eration of new parents raised on Big 
Bird, Snuffy, Bert and Ernie — would 
almost certainly find a home in the 
Magic Kingdom; hopefully some-
where far, far away from Miley Cyrus.
Our contention isn’t with where 
our dearly beloved childhood televi-
sion would end up, but rather the idea 
of cutting the funds to begin with.
While stations in larger cities 
would almost surely be able to make 
ends meet with help from deep-
pocketed viewers, it’s the local public 
TV and radio stations — 1,300 in all — 
that will be hit the hardest.
In Iowa, $3.9 million dollars was 
given by the CPB in 2010 to 10 PBS 
and NPR stations, padding budgets 
an average of 15 percent.
Almost 90 percent of Iowans view 
or listen to public television or radio 
each month.
Iowa Public Television broadcasts 
not only the content syndicated 
nationally on PBS stations, but pro-
grams esoterically Iowan. If someone 
asked us to take a stab at the per-
centage of farmers who use PBS or 
NPR for market prices, we’d go with 
somewhere between all of them and 
everybody.
There are three digital Iowa Public 
Television stations that broadcast 
to the Ames area on channels 11.1, 
11.2 and 11.3, with programming that 
enlightens, enriches and educates.
Iowa Public Radio can be heard on 
WOI 90.1 FM or WOI 640 AM.
Now that the GOP’s circus has 
found its way to Washington, NPR 
and PBS’ days may be limited. Enjoy 
them while you can. 
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Protests
Democracy shows true face
By Jessica.Opoien    iowastatedaily.com
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Walker’s despotic rule, 
unrest forces response
Editorial Cartoon   |   Aaron Hewitt, Iowa State Daily
Protesters dance to the playing of drums inside the Wisconsin Capitol building Monday. The main 
floor of the rotunda was considered the epicenter of the Madison protests. Photo: Kelsey Kremer/
Iowa State Daily
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Facebook 
phones: cool 
or creepy?
By Heath.Verhasselt 
iowastatedaily.com
Technology
Facebook. You have it, I have it, every-one does. In fact, about 600 million people do.
It’s been the subject of conversation in 
regard to everything from personal privacy 
to their Facebook games, from targeted adver-
tising to redeﬁning the “creeper” stereotype.
Facebook is a way of life for many. All your 
friends and family are on it, so why shouldn’t 
it be? And that’s what Facebook thinks too, so 
why not take it to the next level? Why not take 
it everywhere?
The rumors of a Facebook phone have 
come and gone since Facebook started them 
in 2004.
Who would make it? Would it be its own 
operating system? How would that work?
With the rise of smart phones with their 
applications and Internet capabilities, such 
rumors have dwindled. Most smart phones, 
at least on the Google Android OS, have a few 
Facebook functions built into the phone. You 
can upload photos to Facebook right from the 
camera app — on Blackberry you can even 
tag people in the picture you just took — your 
phone contacts can be synced with your 
Facebook contacts and even calendar integra-
tion is available. Not to mention the combi-
nation of Facebook apps and the Facebook 
touch site. Our phones might as well be 
Facebook phones already.
But not so fast, Mark Zuckerberg said, 
claiming that by the end of this year there will 
be dozens of Facebook phones on the market. 
These phones will have all the features I listed 
above, a dedicated Facebook button on the 
side of the phone and more.
HTC has launched the ﬁrst in the series 
of this new era of Facebook phones, the Cha-
Cha and the Salsa, which will launch later in 
the year, with even more phones and more 
integration coming soon. The Facebook-
dedicated phone is one step closer to becom-
ing a reality, and you can’t help but ask if this 
is cool or a step in the wrong direction.
Think about this one for a minute. 
Facebook creepers can now not only creep 
while on the go, but if you use the Facebook 
“places” function enough, there’s now a “real 
world” element to Facebook creeping.
Think of all the free data Facebook would 
be getting: They already know your likes and 
personal interests, how about who you are 
calling and where you’re going?
That’s a tin foil hat conspiracy if I’ve ever 
heard one.
All kidding aside, the real issue at hand 
here is this: How addicted to Facebook have 
we become that we have to buy phones 
dedicated to Facebook? That’s something you 
should ponder for a while.
If you’re reading this online, you’re prob-
ably logged in right now. Do you really need to 
read the news feed as statuses are posted? Do 
you really need to play “Farmville” that bad? 
Do you really need to click “like” on every 
single little thing?
The answer is probably yes, you addict.
South Dakota moves to legalize killing abortion providers!” claims a recent, 
sensational headline from Mother 
Jones.
In the article, Kate Sheppard 
said, “If the bill passes, it could in 
theory allow a woman’s father, 
mother, son, daughter or husband 
to kill anyone who tried to provide 
that woman an abortion; even if 
she wanted one.”
The Daily recently printed 
an editorial that asks us to put 
ourselves in the shoes of an abor-
tion provider who provided an 
abortion to a woman whose father 
didn’t approve of such an act, and 
then asks us to “[i]magine South 
Dakota state law says it’s all right 
for him to walk into that small, 
lonely clinic, and kill you.” It then 
goes on that this law “endorses 
terrorism.”
This is a huge moral issue; or 
it would be if anything these two 
news providers said about the 
law is true. Fortunately, the law in 
question won’t allow any of those 
things. The writer of the bill, Rep. 
Phil Jensen, said the bill’s purpose 
is “simply is to bring consistency 
to South Dakota statute as it re-
lates to justiﬁable homicide.”
You see, South Dakota has it 
on the books that someone who 
causes the death of an unborn 
child, say, by pushing the mother 
down the stairs or putting abor-
tifacient pills in her food, can be 
tried for murder. Or if someone 
killed a pregnant woman, they 
would be tried for two, not one, 
counts of murder. This isn’t any-
thing new, as 38 states, including 
Iowa, have laws on the books that 
protect unborn children in this 
way.
South Dakota also has a justiﬁ-
able homicide law. It allows the 
killing of a murderous assailant 
in self-defense. This, again, is 
not something new. The bill in 
question only seeks to reconcile 
the two laws. It gives the 
ability of a mother of an 
unborn child to protect her 
child, and it is written for 
cases like this one outlined 
by Jensen:
“Say an ex-boyfriend 
who happens to be father 
of a baby doesn’t want to 
pay child support for the 
next 18 years, and he beats 
on his ex-girfriend’s abdo-
men in trying to abort her 
baby. If she did kill him, it 
would be justiﬁed. She is 
resisting an effort to mur-
der her unborn child.”
That’s the “consistency” 
Jensen talks about.
The bill has absolutely nothing 
to do with abortions. There will 
be no one who will escape murder 
charges if they kill an abortion 
provider. The law is pretty clear 
and unambiguous about that.
“This section does not apply 
to acts which cause the death of 
an unborn child if those acts were 
committed during any abortion, 
lawful or unlawful, to which the 
pregnant woman consented,” ac-
cording to the law.
So, in fact, an angry father 
would not be justiﬁed in killing 
an abortion provider, even if the 
abortions provided are illegal. The 
law goes out of its way to protect 
abortion providers’ right to live, 
and yet it still gets attacked.
Now, it may be prudent to de-
bate whether the law is necessary. 
In fact, it may be true that a South 
Dakota expectant mother’s ability 
to protect her unborn child is 
already thoroughly covered by law.
However, it can’t be said that 
this law endorses the murder of 
abortion providers or “terrorism.” 
That would be simply dishonest. 
I certainly hope that the mistake 
was just that: an incomplete body 
of evidence. 
Bill is not out to murder abortion providers
By Alex.Anderson    iowastatedaily.com
South Dakota
Editorial Cartoon  |  Bolun Li, Iowa State Daily
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Graduate School?
Ronald E. McNair
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Work ethic drives Sorenson
By Jake.Calhoun 
    iowastatedaily.com
From baling hay to pinning opponents, 
Andrew Sorenson has done it all.
The 165-pound redshirt junior has hit the 
big-time as one of ISU wrestling’s most consis-
tent wrestlers with a record of 16-5 on the sea-
son and a 65-27 mark for his career. However, 
his background is latent with humility.
“I grew up on a farm and I grew up learning 
how to work hard,” Andrew said. “Ever since 
I was little, my dad always had me working on 
the farm and he really instilled how [with] hard 
work and dedication you can accomplish any-
thing you want to accomplish.”
Andrew hails from Woden, a town in north-
central Iowa with a population of 243.
Growing up, he would enthusiastically ﬁn-
ish his chores on the farm before doing anything 
else, which played an instrumental role in the 
development of his character.
“He could do anything that I had ever asked 
him to do,” said Brad Sorenson, Andrew’s father. 
“You didn’t have to tell him to do them, he would 
just go do them.”
Investing heavily in his father’s motto of “get 
your work done before you play,” Andrew be-
came disciplined, which would play an integral 
role in his involvement in athletics.
When he was in ﬁrst grade, his teacher sug-
gested he go out for wrestling after she noticed 
how much energy he had in class.
“I was a basketball player, so I thought, ‘My 
son is going to play basketball,’” said Andrew’s 
mother, Julie, about the idea of Andrew go-
ing out for wrestling. “But he went to his ﬁrst 
wrestling meet and he went out in shorts and 
a T-shirt and tennis shoes, won it, and he was 
hooked.”
Ever since, Andrew had worked toward 
someday wrestling for a Division I program.
When he got to high school, Andrew wrestled 
for Forest City since his school, Woden-Crystal 
Lake-Titonka, did not offer wrestling as a varsity 
sport. Because of this, he made the 32-minute 
drive to Forest City for practice every day dur-
ing the winter sports season.
“I don’t know if there’s words to describe it 
of just how proud you can be with someone that 
puts that much effort into their goals and it turns 
out this way,” Brad said. “It’s hard to explain.”
Andrew had a record of 155-10 and was a 
three-time state placewinner in high school and 
went on to win the state title at 152 pounds his 
senior year, catching the attention of then ISU 
coach Cael Sanderson.
“When I was a senior at state, I beat one of 
the kids that Cael Sanderson was recruiting and 
that Monday he showed up at my high school,” 
Andrew said.
For a small-town community, having 
Sanderson, the only undefeated wrestler in 
NCAA history, show up expressing interest in 
one of its athletes was a big deal.
“People were calling me and texting me say-
ing, ‘Is it true? Is Cael Sanderson coming up’?” 
Julie said. “I mean, word had spread like wild-
ﬁre. It was pretty big stuff to have him at the 
school.”
Andrew is the oldest son in the Sorenson 
family with two younger brothers, Aaron and 
Beau. Aaron, a current high school senior, was 
torn between Iowa State and Northern Iowa, 
among others, in terms of where he wanted to 
wrestle in college.
“I tried to stay out of [Aaron’s decision] for 
the most part until he started looking at others 
places and really interested in other places,” 
Andrew said. “Then that’s when I called him up 
one night and told him that he needed to come 
here — that this was the best place for him and 
that this would open doors for him that no other 
place could.”
Aaron originally brushed Andrew’s sugges-
tion off until speaking with ISU coach Kevin 
Jackson, which is when he verbally committed 
to wrestle at Iowa State the next year.
As far as what the future holds, Andrew said 
he will be enrolling in graduate school next year 
to ﬁnish his ﬁfth year of athletic eligibility.
After ﬁnishing, Sorenson said he would like 
to be a strength coach for a wrestling program, 
preferably at Iowa State.
“I’ve still got all my goals this year to accom-
plish this year and next year,” he said. “So I’ve got 
a lot of time. I’m not in any hurry.”
SPORT:
Wrestling
DEFINITION:
The uniform worn by wrestlers, consisting of one solid piece of 
tight-ﬁtting fabric running from the shoulders to the thighs.
USE:
When Jon Reader comes out in his ISU singlet, it drives the 
ladies in Iowa City wild. 
Sports Jargon of the Day: Singletword!
Sibling Aaron commits 
to wrestle at Iowa State
  Weight Class: 165 pounds
  Grade: Senior, one year of athletic eligibility 
remaining (redshirt junior)
  Major: Kinesiology and Health
  Hometown: Woden, Iowa
  Family: Son of Brad and Julie Sorenson; has 
two younger brothers, Aaron (senior in high 
school), and Beau (eighth grade).
  High School: Woden-Crystal Lake-Titonka 
High School, wrestled for Forest City High 
School
  Graduating Class: 18 students
  High School Record: 155-10
  High School Placewinnings: seventh at 112 
pounds in 2004, fourth at 135 pounds in 2006, 
ﬁrst at 152 pounds in 2007
  ISU record: 65-27
  2010-2011 record: 16-5
  Was an NCAA qualiﬁer in 2010 at 157 pounds.
  Was one of eight original wrestlers in the 
Forest City Wrestling Club. 
Andrew Sorenson
Golf
Strong recruiting continues at Iowa State
By Dean.Berhow-Goll 
    iowastatedaily.com
Andrew Sorenson wrestles in the meet against Oklahoma State. The Cyclones lost to the Cowboys 13-29. File Photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Recruiting is an essential 
part of any college program, 
and the ISU men’s golf team 
has gotten off to a strong start.
In November, coach 
Andrew Tank announced that 
the Cyclones had signed two 
standouts in Collin Foster and 
Scott Fernandez. 
Now in February, the 
Cyclones have inked another 
big-time golfer from New 
Zealand in Duncan Croudis.
“Scott and Duncan have 
achieved a lot of the interna-
tional level,” Tank said, “and 
Collin has accomplished a lot 
in Iowa as well.”
Foster had an outstanding 
high school career at Waukee, 
ﬁnishing third in the state 
meet as a junior, and then ﬁn-
ished his career up by winning 
the 2010 4A state individual 
title. 
Foster also was named to 
the All-Tournament team and 
1st team All-State as a senior.
Fernandez played his golf 
out of Granada, Spain.
 He is the No. 2 ranked un-
der-18 golfer in Spain. 
Fernandez follows sopho-
more Borja Virto from Spain 
to Iowa State. He has been 
a member of the Spanish 
National Team since 2007.
Croudis had a strong prep 
career, and is arguably the best 
under-18 years old golfer in 
New Zealand. 
Throughout the last three 
years of his career, Croudis 
was undefeated. 
He also was the medalist 
at the New Zealand Under-19 
Championship, and ﬁnished 
12th at the 2009 Baddely 
World Junior Championships 
in China.
Iowa State will be losing 
three seniors after this year 
and will return four golfers 
that have seen playing time. 
The incoming recruits will be 
competing with the younger 
golfers, including Iowa High 
School standouts Blake Waller 
out of Dowling and Andrew 
Peter from Decorah. 
Also competing will be 
Minnesota  native Josh 
Bruder.
“I think all three of these 
guys coming in have a chance 
to immediately challenge the 
older guys and compete in 
their ﬁrst year,” Tank said,” so 
it’ll be fun to see how it all plays 
out.”
Three standout 
golfers will ﬁll 
vacant positions
ISU men’s golf coach Andrew Tank stands with golfer Nate McCoy during a competition. Tank and the 
Cyclones have signed three golfers for the 2011-2012 season to replace three outgoing seniors. Tank 
said the three incoming players will have a chance to play and compete for the Cyclones right away. 
Courtesy photo: ISU Athletics
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Open Everyday at 10:30am
292-2321
2402 Lincoln Way
(located in Campustown)
An
d D
on’t
Forget that We De
liver!
Slice
s for Lunch Everyday!
2 Slic
es & a Drink
for $5
2B |  SPORTS  |  Iowa State Daily  | Thursday, February 24, 2011 Editor: Jake Lovett  |  sports    iowastatedaily.com  |  515.294.3148
Track and field
Climactic weekend 
ahead for Cyclones
By Sally.Donlin 
    iowastatedaily.com
The ISU track and ﬁeld 
team will be competing in 
the Big 12 Championships 
in Lincoln, Neb., on Friday 
and Saturday at the Devaney 
Sports Center.
The team competed at 
the Husker Invitational just 
four weeks ago at the same 
venue.
 Sprinter Ian Warner ﬁn-
ished second in the 60-me-
ter dash to Kansas State’s 
Martynas Jurgilas at the 
event.
Warner said last week 
that he was “eager to get 
back at everyone,” not just 
the KSU runner, after he and 
sprint partner Amara Sama 
ﬁnished at the bottom of the 
standings in last year’s Big 12 
Championships.
The men also ﬁnished 
second in the 4x400-meter 
relay against Colorado that 
weekend in Nebraska. 
The distance runners, 
which could be seen as the 
strength of the team, did not 
compete.
So, the experience of the 
track and all of its nuances 
— such as banked turns — 
will help the team out, coach 
Corey Ihmels said.
“It’s a great environ-
ment,” Ihmels said. 
“Most of our squad was 
down there four weekends 
ago so we are familiar with 
it.”
And Ihmels believes his 
team has improved in recent 
weeks.
“We’ve made great prog-
ress the last couple weeks,” 
The ISU women’s track 
and ﬁeld team will be on its 
way to the Denvaney Sports 
Center in Lincoln, Neb., this 
weekend to compete in the Big 
12 Championships.
The Cyclones will be put to 
test with six teams in ranked in 
the top 25.
After having last weekend 
off from competition, Iowa 
State has had a chance to re-
group, and concentrate on pre-
paring for this important meet 
coming up.
“We’ve made great prog-
ress the last couple of weeks,” 
said coach Corey Ihmels. 
“Throughout the team, 
each group has done really 
well with improving overall.”
ISU sprinter Kianna Elahi 
broke the school record at the 
last meet in the 600-yard run 
with a time of 1:19.61. 
Also, junior Betsy Saina 
has stepped up and won the 
5,000-meter run in 15:50.7 at 
the ISU Classic two weeks ago 
at home.
“Betsy is running just as 
well as anybody else in the 
country,” Ihmels said.
 “I think she’s got a really 
good chance to be a conference 
champion.”
Leading the ISU women’s 
distant runners, Saina is cur-
rently ranked fourth nation-
ally for the 5,000-meter. 
Elahi, leading the women’s 
sprinters, is currently ranked 
ﬁrst in the Big 12.
Elahi has made big contri-
butions to the team and has 
a deﬁnite possibility of earn-
ing conference champion this 
weekend.
“I pray a lot before each 
race and I don’t think I could 
do as well as I have been if God 
wasn’t with me,” Elahi said.
ISU track and ﬁeld fans can 
also expect to see results on the 
ﬁeld from Laishema Hampton 
and Hannah Willms. 
The two have shown con-
sistent performances for the 
Cyclones throughout the 
season.
Willms, freshman high 
jumper, will be going into the 
meet this weekend tied for 
ﬁrst in the conference and 
ranked eighth nationally.
Hampton will be going into 
the Big 12 Championships 
ranked second in the women’s 
weight throw. 
She set a new school record 
at the ISU Classic by nearly 1.5 
feet, while placing second.
The women’s team contin-
ues to break records and beat 
personal bests raising the bar 
for the competition ahead.
“We are building as a pro-
gram and each year is getting 
better and better for Iowa 
State track,” said assistant 
coach Nate Wiens. 
“We’re just gonna go out 
there and put in our best effort”
Iowa State 
travels back to 
Nebraska for 
additional meet
Kiann Elahi ﬁghts North Dakota State’s Brittany Schanandore 
to the ﬁnish during the 4x400-meter relay at the Bill Bergan 
Invitational meet Jan. 27 to 29, 2010. File photo: Rebekka Brown/
Iowa State Daily
Team warms 
up, regroups 
for Big 12 
Championships
Squad eager 
to improve, 
utilize past 
experiences 
BorIhmels
Iowa State’s Hillary Bor sets his pace early on in the men’s mile 
run Feb. 12 at Lied Recreation Center. Bor placed third in the 
event with a time of 4:06:43. 
File photo: Logan Gaedke/Iowa State Daily
Big 12 Cham-
pionships
Where: Bob Devaney 
Sports Center, 
Lincoln, Neb.
When: 10:30 a.m. Friday, 
10 a.m. Saturday
Notes: Iowa State will be 
competing in Lincoln for 
the second time this sea-
son after a strong showing 
at the Husker Invitational 
last month.
ISU distance runner Hill-
ary Bor is the defending 
Big 12 champion in the 
3,000-meter run
Ihmels said. 
“Throughout the team each 
group has done a really good 
job of getting better.”
One group that impressed 
at the ISU Classic two weeks 
ago was the distance group.
Joel Limo won the 
3,000-meter race, and Rico 
Loy won the men’s mile with 
a personal-best time, while 
teammate Hillary Bor was in 
third.
While Bor won the event 
at the Big 12 Championships 
last year, it will be difficult to 
duplicate.
“Our competition has been 
getting better each week as 
we move through the season,” 
Ihmels said. 
“Hillary Bor, who was a con-
ference champ last year, has 
got a tough pass to win another 
conference championship.”
Josh Koglin will compete 
for a high ﬁnish in the men’s 
weight throw, while Amara 
Sama is primed to get payback 
along with fellow sprinter Ian 
Warner.
And if everyone gives their 
best effort, Ihmels believes 
they’ll have a chance this 
weekend.
“We just gotta go and do 
what we’ve done to this point 
and we’re gonna be in the mix,” 
Ihmels said. 
“We’re gonna have to have 
a big day Friday, and use that 
momentum going into the sec-
ond day.”
The meet begins at 10:30 
a.m. Friday and 10 a.m. 
Saturday in Lincoln, Neb.
By Kevin.Shay 
    iowastatedaily.com
Koglin Warner
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CHECK
US OUT!
www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds
Daily Classifieds Work!
We guarantee it!
Sell it. Move it. Buy it! 
Buy 5 days,
Get 5 days
FREE!*
*ISU students get 5 free days
if the item does not sell in 5 days. 
Excludes Autos and Rentals
ARTS
	&UDIWV
SHOW
IOWA’S LARGEST
VARIED INDUSTRIES BLDG.
IOWA STATE FAIRGROUNDS
DES MOINES, IOWA
Fri. 5-9; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 10-4
ADM. Just $6.00
(10 & under free)
3-day re-entry stamp
Huge Aisles
FREE
PARKING
Over300Exhibitors
FEB. 25-27
Bring this ad to show for $1.00 OFF One Admission
SUN. MARCH 6
MARRIOTT CONFERENCE CENTER
CORALVILLE, IOWA
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. ADM.:  $4.00 
HUD
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the 
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference, 
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex, 
handicap, family status or 
national origin, or an 
intention to make any such 
preference, limitation or 
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings 
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of 
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
LINE RATES:  
(per line per day, includes online)
1-3 Days......$1.60 (per line)
4-6 Days......$1.35 (per line)
7 Days...........$1.10 (per line)
Min. Charge    $3.10
Price includes 55¢/day online charge.
We accept:
CLASSIFIED RATES
CLASSIFIED DEADLINES:
LINE ADS:
11am, one office day in advance.
DISPLAY ADS:
12 pm, Three office days in 
advance.
email: class1@iastate.edu
phone: 515-294-4123
Service
Showcase
Massage Therapy
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
5HIHUHQFHV,QVXUHG	%RQGHG
23 years Experience
5HQWDOV
6RURULW\
:LQGRZV
'HHS&OHDQLQJ
5HVLGHQWLDO&OHDQLQJ
*HWWLQJ<RXU+RPH
5HDG\)RUWKH0DUNHW
Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Cleaning Service
What would you buy with extra CASH?RRRR
educe
euse
e
e$ell
I’d buy...a Kayak. Hiking boots. Skis. New backpack.
Climbing gear. Sleeping bag. Canoe....Adventure!
You can...and you will!
Go to: www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds/rrrr
and start making money!
Feb. 23-March 11, 2011
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
Kid's Club Program
Assistant – Part-time
position working with
children in our After School
Programs. See website for
details:
www.yss.ames.ia.us. YSS
hires tobacco free staff
only. EOE
Position: Videographer/
Editor Full time position in
Ames. Duties include field
production, camera
operation, lighting, and
audio.  Post-production
duties include editing,
graphic design, DVD
authoring, and preparing
video for the web.
Bachelor's degree in video
production/related field is
preferred. Email resume to:
dustin.mcdonough@Cham-
pionshipProductions.com
!BARTENDING! $250/day
potential. No experience
necessary. Training available.
1-800-965-6520 ext.161.
Announcements
Help WantedAnnouncements
Thursday
Dueling Guitars and Mason 
Jars w/ Brad and Brian
Acoustic
10 p.m. Mother’s Pub
$3, 21+
Deadman Flats
Folk
9 p.m. at DG’s Tap House
$5, 21+
Friday
Thunderbird Kingsley
Blues
West Towne Pub
Natty Nation
Reggae
10 p.m. at DG’s Tap House
$10, 21+
All The Way
Covers
9 p.m. The Meeting House
21+
Saturday
Floodplane
Rock
10 p.m. at DG’s Tap House
$5, 21+
 
Sunday
Dirty Dozen Brass Band
Jam band
DG’s Tap House
$12 advanced, $15 day of the 
show, 21+
MUSIC Calendar
Editor: Anthony Capps  |  ames247   iowastatedaily.com Thursday, February 24, 2011  |  Iowa State Daily  |  247  |  5B
The Des Moines Music 
Coalition has announced the 
lineup for it’s annual Gross 
Domestic Product show, fea-
turing longtime Ames acts The 
Poison Control Center, and up-
and-coming Des Moines acts 
The New Bodies, Parlours and 
The River Monks.
Gross Domestic Product, 
a mini festival featuring all 
local acts, is in its sixth year 
and will feature 13 acts on two 
stages. GDP will be hosted 
in the Grand Ballroom and 
State Room of Hotel Fort Des 
Moines on Saturday April 2. 
Tickets are $10 in advance and 
$15 at the door. A $25 contri-
bution to DMMC also gets a 
free ticket to GDP.
Grand Ballroom lineup
Rebel Creek — 6 p.m.
Formed in 2009, Rebel 
Creek is a four-piece blues 
band from Des Moines. The 
band has played around the 
Des Moines are and the Omaha 
area and will perform at GDP 
two weeks before releasing 
their ﬁrst EP at Vaudeville 
Mews.
Land of Blood and Sunshine 
— 7 p.m.
Marshalltown-based Land 
of Blood and Sunshine is an 
eclectic indie pop band con-
sisting of Joel Downs and 
Nicholas Beard. The band re-
leased the LP record “Into the 
Mystery” in 2010 and “Magick 
Carcass Ride” in 2009.
The Seed of Something — 8 
p.m.
Grungy, alternative rock 
band The Seed of Something 
from Des Moines brings a 
Dinosaur Junior-type sound 
to GDP, with heavy riffs and 
two guitarists with Mascis 
chops.
The River Monks — 9 p.m.
The River Monks take 
their name from their love of 
Des Moines and are no strang-
ers to the Ames music scene. 
The Monks will release 
their debut album “Jovials” 
in March, mastered by Bryon 
Dudley from The Spacement 
in Ames, featuring 14 very 
layered folk rock songs with a 
Sufjan Stevens sound.
La Strange — 10 p.m.
Des Moines rock band La 
Strange brings driving, blues 
pop songs to GDP, with a simi-
lar sound to Ames locals Radio 
Moscow. 
The trio is fronted by 
Brenton Dean, formerly of Des 
Moines indie rock band The 
Dig Angees.
Parlours — 11 p.m.
Parlours, featuring Scott 
Yoshimura of The Envy Corps, 
has garnered a great deal of 
attention in the Des Moines 
scene in the last few months. 
The indie-folk band fronted 
by Dana Halferty performed at 
the M-Shop last semester and 
have released a music video al-
ready for their single “I Dream 
of Chicago.”
The Poison Control Center 
— midnight
Ames natives, The Poison 
Control Center will be pull-
ing double duty on April 2, 
performing in Iowa City’s 
Mission Creek Music Festival 
and GDP. 
Unfortunately, this means 
they will have to drop a planned 
show at The Maintenance 
Shop that night. 
After 10 years in the busi-
ness, PCC will be releasing a 
new album this summer, the 
second in a year after “A Sad 
Sour Future” was released last 
Spring.
State Room lineup
The New Bodies — 6:30 p.m.
Des Moines rock band The 
New Bodies bring a pop indie 
rock sound to the stage. The 
band will be releasing it’s ﬁrst 
full length album next fall af-
ter going into the studio in late 
spring or summer.
The Seedlings — 7:30 p.m.
Fronted by brother and 
sister duo Danny and Mallory 
Heggen, of Des Moines, 
Seedlings brings together a 
collaboration of the Heggen’s 
and other Des Moines musi-
cians, like Ryan Stier from The 
River Monks, into an indie folk 
band.
Brooks Strause — 8:30 p.m.
Iowa City’s Brooks Strause 
couples a powerful, raspy Tom 
Waits-like voice with bluesy 
acoustic guitar work, in his 
one-man shows.
Index Case — 9:30 p.m.
Alternative metal band 
Index Case, from Des Moines, 
brings the heaviest sound to 
GDP.
Pink Kodiak — 10:30 p.m.
Pink Kodiak, consisting 
of Jeremy Hilbert and Jared 
Wells, combine Flaming Lips 
style electronic production 
with Blink 182 inspired punk 
rock tunes.
Freestyle performance — 
11:30 p.m.
Gaiden Gadema, Young 
Tripp, Chris DSK US10 and 
Bru’tal will end the night in the 
State Room with a collabora-
tive freestyle rap performance.
Annual GDP show features longtime Ames acts
By Dylan Boyle
Ames247 Writer
Poison Control Center hits campus for a performance Oct. 7, 2010, in the Maintenance Shop of the 
Memorial Union. File photo: Abby Gilman/Iowa State Daily 

Delivery. Online. Carryout. 
823 Wheeler - North of the mall
515.233.2111 - www.valsames.com
Fresh Handmade
26
$2.50 Singles  //  $4.75 DoublesTop Shelf Thursday
All Liquor
So many choices....
207 Welch A
ve. / 292-233
4
Clocktower/C
ampustown
Lots of
good stuff!
Thursday
Like Es Tas on        to view our daily specials 216 Stanton Ave.    (515) 268-1785
Make Es Tas Thursdays
a part of your week! 
$3 Domestic mugs (Grain
Belt, Bud, Bud light, Coors light, and 
Miller lite)
$5 Wells (Whiskey, Windsor, Lady
Bligh, Vodka, Rum, Amaretto)
All you can eat taco buffet 11-3pm:
$5 Blue Moon, Sierra 
Nevada, Boulevard, Dos 
XX Amber
$6 Captains
$8 Jack Daniels and Stoli
Es Tas famous mugs. The 32 oz mugs are 
free, yes free with your ﬁrst ﬁll.
$6.99 gets you all you can eat chicken, 
beef, pink (shrimp), fish and steak tacos
DRIVE-THRU OIL CHANGE
$18.99
6-8am mon-fri
no appointment ever    3-5 minutes every time
all day/everyday|
*early bird special
$18.99
*opening special - reg $26.99
CHANGING THE WAY YOUR OIL GETS CHANGED!
520 SOUTH DUFF   AMES | NEXT TO SUPER WALMART | 515.232.LOFX (5639)
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Pisces: It’s Not Personal
Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black and Stephanie ClementsDaily Sudoku
Today’s solution: 
Level: medium
INSTRUCTIONS: Complete 
the grid so each row, 
column and 3-by-3 box (in 
bold borders) contains every 
number 1 to 9. For strate-
gies on solving Sudoku, visit
 www.sudoku.org.uk.
Today’s Birthday (02/24/11). Life’s like 
a box of chocolates. You never know what 
you’re going to get ... but you definitely 
have power over how many pieces you eat. 
Make this year about contribution, and 
you become more attractive than you ever 
thought possible. Be open to new flavors.
To get the advantage, check the day’s 
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most 
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) -- Today is a 6 -- 
It may be one of those stuck days. Perhaps 
it’s time to take a break. Go on a vacation 
(mental or otherwise), or at least a long 
walk. Later things open up.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -- Today is a 
7 -- Life seems more complicated than it 
really is today. With a little bit of focus, you 
can handle anything that comes at you, 
one step at a time.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) -- Today is a 6 
-- The day starts off well, with new ideas. 
Later you find it difficult to concentrate. 
Don’t blame yourself. Channel your energy 
towards creative solutions.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) -- Today is a 7 
-- If you start the day on the wrong foot, 
don’t worry, it gets better. You could 
always try going back to bed and getting 
up again on the other foot.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -- Today is a 6 
-- You’re full of things to say and express. 
Do it in a playful way, with music, dance 
or a science experiment. Be colorful. Let 
children teach you about joy.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -- Today is a 
6 -- Dedicate some of your time at home 
to make your place special. Clean up and 
organize your sacred spaces. Then you can 
invite someone over to dinner.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -- Today is an 
8 -- You feel sexy today, and that’s okay. 
Others find your confidence attractive. 
Step out of your shell, meet new people 
and don’t be so serious.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -- Today is a 6 
-- Your creativity still gets the attention, 
even if you slow down to more intimate 
thoughts. Write memoir essays or paint a 
self-portrait. Reflect on yourself.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -- Today is 
an 8 -- When you’re relaxed, you’re more 
productive. Find the artistry in your work. 
Get things done earlier in the day, as later 
it may get busy.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -- Today is a 
5 -- A sense of tiredness fills the air. Get 
some rest, for your health. Take a siesta, 
if you can. Don’t be impatient. Things are 
moving along, even slowly.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -- Today is 
an 8 -- Guard against being impetuous. 
Postpone daydreams for reality. Don’t 
sweat the small stuff, and don’t waste 
money. Continue to increase work effort.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) -- Today is 
a 7 -- Privacy is essential. An impasse 
appears with a loved one. They aren’t after 
the money. Consider that you don’t know 
the full story. It’s not personal.
90 percent of the 
reason I go to the 
baskeball games is the 
players...those boys 
are delicious. Just 
sayin.
...
Your giant fake 
diamond stud makes 
you look like a tool. 
Just sayin’.
...
To the girl on my bus: 
Learn to chew your 
gum with your mouth 
CLOSED!!!
...
Ladies, you all look 
nice today. Just Sayin’
...
Coffee and a scone = 
A party in my tummy!  
So yummy. So yummy!
...
To my roommate: What 
the hell did you eat 
tonight!? Holy Crap 
Dude!
...
Huge bruise on my 
writing hand from 
falling on the ice.. 
Sorry homework, you 
cannot be completed 
due to injury.
...
Students should not be 
allowed to eat anything 
but Cotton Candy in 
class. Especially the 
girl behind me that 
sounds like a horse 
eating....just sayin
...
Did you know, if you 
weren’t right where 
you are right now, you 
would be somewhere 
else?!
Mind blowing isn’t it?
...
YES! YES! I want to 
ninja kick someone! 
But why stop there? I 
want to BE a ninja!
...
Its amazing how 
people are silent when 
riding the cyride during 
the day. Its a different 
story when riding the 
moonlight express. 
Just Saying.
...
Why is the letter “W” 
polysyllabic?
...
 Furthermore, 
should it actually be 
pronounced “Double 
Vee” rather than 
“Double you”
...
What happened to all 
those people back in 
fall that said they liked 
the snow?
...
Is it crows that I’m 
hearing up ahead or 
chatty sorority girls??
...
No more Miss Nice 
Girl...I’ve been a bitch 
lately and frankly, I 
don’t give a shit.
Submit your LMAO(txt)
and just sayin’ to
iowastatedaily.com/fun_games
just
sayinw
ha
t?
1 Lee followers
5 Works in the Uffizi Gallery
9 Gets ready
14 “__ Rhythm”
15 Role for Carrie
16 Singer Gorme
17 Money for the Warsaw government?
19 Letter alternative
20 They may be precious
21 Divulge
23 Hydrocarbon suffix
24 Fluorescent bulb filler
25 Foot-tapping songs?
27 “1984” protagonist __ Smith
29 Cut it out
30 Place to be pampered
31 French mystic Simone
34 Maundy Thursday period
35 Songwriting, to Porter?
38 G-note
40 Increase in intensity, with “up”
41 Previously
44 Weather map features
46 Ardor
49 Actor’s messages from an agent?
52 __ asada (Mexican meat dish)
53 TV’s Alf and others
54 Skin-soothing stuff
55 Bouquets
56 Rob of “90210”
58 Grain for bagels?
60 Sport with clay pigeons
61 Auth. of many quotes?
62 Old Boston Bruin nickname
63 Newbies
64 Following
65 Remarriage prefix
1 With-the-grain cutters
2 Vacation for the vain?
3 Smoked deli meat
4 Dictators’ aides
5 Wistful word
6 “Wonder Dog” of comics
7 Relate with
8 Drawing support
9 Willy-nilly
10 3-Down might be on it
11 Enters carefully
12 Rachmaninoff, e.g.
13 Prime
18 Certain caterpillar’s creation
22 Was in front
25 Look from Snidely Whiplash
26 Broken in
28 Rice University mascot
32 “__ picture paints ...”: song lyric
33 Walks with a cane, perhaps
35 Road marker
36 Shunned ones
37 Clean air org.
38 October Revolution leader
39 It can facilitate drawing
41 With the most open windows
42 Flipped
43 Convenient, shoppingwise
44 Least constrained
45 Erie Canal mule
47 Flat-bottomed boat
48 Ornamental bands
50 Lindsay of “Labor Pains”
51 Sierra __
55 Cooped (up)
57 Fair-hiring abbr.
59 Bagel topping
Yesterday’s solution
Daily Crossword : edited by Wayne Robert Williams
DOWN
ACROSS
Today in History
[1708] Prince Johan Willem Friso sworn in as viceroy of  
 Groningen
[1807] 17 die and 15 wounded in a crush to witness   
 execution of Holloway, Heggerty and Elizabeth  
 Godfrey in England
[1857] 1st perforated U.S. postage stamps delivered to  
 government
[1917] Red Sox sell Smokey Joe Wood, his arm dead at  
 26, to Cleveland for $15,000
[1924] Mahatma Gandhi released from jail
[1946] Juan Peron elected President of Argentina
[1968] Discovery of 1st pulsar announced
[1989] Margaret Ray found in David Letterman’s   
 home, claims to be his wife
[1996] Cuba downs 2 U.S. planes
[2008] Fidel Castro resigns as President of Cuba, his  
 brother Raul Castro is unanimously elected
Games
Thursday February 24, 2011
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